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We have performed electrical transport experiments on individual carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in situ in a transmission electron microscope using the liquid-metal contact method (LMC method), which consists of immersing a CNT placed on the apex of a metallic tip into a drop of liquid mercury (Hg). In the literature, this method has been mostly employed without visualization (ex situ) to show the ballistic- and quantum-conductance properties of different kinds of CNTs. We show that on the one hand the in situ LMC method is well suited to create low-resistance contacts with the CNTs but on the other hand the ballistic and quantum conductance measured by the ex situ LMC method is likely to give false positives for three reasons: (a) the CNTs are likely to be removed from the tip surface through contact with the Hg, (b) occurring Hg-tip surface nanococontacts are likely to be mistaken for quantum-conductor CNTs, and (c) occurring Hg nanomenisci are likely to be mistaken for ballistic-conductor CNTs. These findings have strong consequences for the interpretation of previously reported works.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), discovered by Iijima [1], are a fascinating material. Depending on their diameter and helicity, they can be conductors or semiconductors with different band gaps [2]. Thanks to these properties they have a high potential to become the building blocks of a new electronics at nanoscale [3]. Recently, an important milestone has been reached by Shulaker et al. [4], who constructed the first complete fully programmable CNT computer based alone on CNT field effect transistors (CNT-FETs) and thus proved the suitability of CNT-FET electronics for applications.

CNT-FET technology has the potential to become one order of magnitude more energy efficient than existing semiconductor technologies and thus to complement it in energy efficiency sensitive applications [5–8]. Notable technological achievements prior to the work of Shulaker et al. include the realization of CNT-FETs, logic gates, and stand-alone computational and storage circuit elements [9–14]. An important achievement is also the development of very large scale integration (VLSI) suitable fabrication methods which included overcoming challenges such as increasing the CNT-FET density and preventing logic device malfunction due to mispositioned and/or metallic CNTs within CNT-FETs [15–17].

However, electronic applications of CNTs so far have only been making use of the semiconducting (respectively metallic) nature of CNTs (and their resulting contact Schottky barriers) but not exploiting possible ballistic conduction or conductance quantification effects [2]. Thus, the continuous technological progress notwithstanding, the field of application of CNTs as nanoelectronics building blocks remains limited as long as their electrical transport properties are not sufficiently understood. As a striking example and due to the difficulty of performing length-dependent conductivity measurements on well-characterized CNTs while limiting the influence of the environment (e.g., from the substrate), the question of whether multiwall CNTs (MWNTs) are ballistic [18,19] or diffusive conductors [20,21] has never been satisfactorily resolved.

One of the most important contributions in the debate on the ballistic or diffusive conduction in MWNTs is the famous experiment of Frank et al. [18] which showed (a) that MWNTs are room temperature ballistic conductors with electronic mean free paths (EMFPs) of several micrometers and (b) that the conductance of MWNTs is quantified in steps of $G = G_0 = 2 e^2/h$ [instead of $G = 2G_0$ as predicted by theory [2] for single-wall CNTs (SWNTs)]. This experiment was performed by using an elegant liquid-metal contact method (LMC method) consisting of immersing the MWNTs placed on the apex of a metallic tip into a liquid metal [usually mercury (Hg)] and by supposing that in this way a mobile contact on the MWNT would be created [see Fig. 1(b)] which would allow one to measure the conductance versus length dependence of the immersed MWNT [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)].

This experiment has incited much similar work by several other groups [19,22–26] who considered the LMC method (or similar methods consisting of a cyclic immersion with no simultaneous visualization) also applicable on thin CNTs with micrometric lengths, i.e., single-wall CNTs (SWNTs) [23,25,26], double-wall CNTs (DWNNTs) [22], and MWNTs [19,24] with a small number of walls. The interest of this kind of CNTs lies in their micrometric length which allows one to test micrometric EMFPs and in their limited wall number which facilitates the study of interwall interactions as well as in the unambiguous identification of their chiral indices by electron diffraction [27].
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of the liquid-metal contact (LMC) method: (a) resistance-length dependence of diffusive CNTs, (b) schematic drawing of a CNT placed on a metallic tip being immersed into a drop of liquid metal, (c) resistance-length dependence of ballistic CNTs. In (b1), the resistance of the whole CNT is measured, whereas in (b2) only the resistance of the nonimmersed part of the CNT is measured. See text for more explanations.

In all these experiments, ballistic conductance was confirmed for the studied CNTs and EMPFs of the order of \(10^{-6}\) m and even of the order of \(10^{-5}\) m have been determined. Surprisingly, experiments performed with the liquid-metal method showed only once diffusive conduction of CNTs, namely by Poncharal et al. [28], and only on CNTs coated with a surfactant. To the best of our knowledge, diffusive conduction of pure CNTs has never been reported by groups using the liquid-metal contact or similar techniques, in contrast to other types of electrical transport experiments on individual CNTs [20, 21].

In this paper, we first provide experimental evidence that (i) the in situ LMC method is well suited to create low-resistance contacts with CNTs.

The first part of our experimental study dealt with the question of whether the in situ LMC method (i.e., performed inside a TEM and thus with visualization) is well suited to create low-resistance contacts with CNTs in the configuration depicted in Fig. 1(b1), i.e., whether contacting the CNT with a liquid metal will result in a lower resistance contact than contacting it with a solid metal. Therefore, in some of our in situ experiments, we have replaced the Hg counterelectrode with an Au counterelectrode in order to measure the difference in the contact resistances between these two metals. We performed approximately 140 measurements on 9 CNTs brought into contact with Hg and 10 CNTs brought into contact with Au.

The resistance values were taken at low bias (0.1 V). Two sets of five tip-like samples as seen in Fig. 2 have been used respectively with the Au counterelectrode and the Hg counterelectrode. These samples have been part of both sets, thereunder sample 1 and sample 2 referred to in Fig. 3 and Table I. Figure 3 shows histograms of the resistance
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FIG. 2. CNTs on tips: (a) SEM image and (b) TEM image of CNTs on the apices of W tips, (c) SEM image of CNTs on the apex of an AFM tip.
The area under the histograms gives the number of CNTs on the respective sample. Upper row: Au/CNT-tip resistance values. Lower row: Hg/CNT-tip resistance values. Left column: Resistance values for all five samples taken on 10 CNTs (for Au) respectively 9 CNTs (for Hg) in contact with different places on the Au (respectively Hg) counterelectrode. Middle column: Resistance values for sample 1 taken on 3 CNTs (for Au) respectively on 2 CNTs (for Hg) in contact with different places on the Au (respectively Hg) counterelectrode. Right column: Resistance values for sample 2 taken on 1 CNT (for Au) respectively on 3 CNTs (for Hg) in contact with different places on the Au (respectively Hg) counterelectrode. Dashed lines indicate the positions of the geometrical average resistances. Resistance values above 1 GΩ have not been considered in the calculation of the geometrical average resistances.

TABLE I. Comparison of Au/CNT-tip and Hg/CNT-tip low-bias contact resistance values. Left column: Geometrical average resistance of 10 CNTs (for Au) respectively 9 CNTs (for Hg) mounted on five different tips in contact with different places on the Au respectively Hg counterelectrode. Middle column: Geometrical average resistance of 3 CNTs (for Au) respectively 2 CNTs (for Hg) mounted on tip 1 in contact with different places on the Au respectively Hg counterelectrode. Right column: Geometrical average resistance of 1 CNT (for Au) respectively 3 CNTs (for Hg) mounted on tip 2 in contact with different places on the Au respectively Hg counterelectrode. Last row: Ratio of the respective Au/CNT-tip contact resistance to the Hg/CNT-tip contact resistance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R_{total}/Ω</th>
<th>R_{t}/Ω</th>
<th>R_{2}/Ω</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>2.7 × 10^6</td>
<td>6.8 × 10^6</td>
<td>1.8 × 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg</td>
<td>3.3 × 10^5</td>
<td>3.4 × 10^6</td>
<td>4.4 × 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.1 × 10^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One notices that the resistances values in Fig. 3 are widely distributed which shows that the contact resistance value depends strongly on the place where the CNT touches the Au or Hg counterelectrode. One sees that the distributions of the Hg/CNT-tip low-bias contact resistances are shifted to the left in comparison to the respective distribution of the Au/CNT-tip low-bias contact resistances. This shift can be analyzed in several ways. First, one can look on the minimum resistances which are approximately 40 kΩ (= 1/(0.3 GΩ)) for a Hg/CNT-tip system and approximately 250 kΩ (= 1/(0.05 GΩ)) for a Au/CNT-tip system. Second, one can compare the peaks which dominate the resistance distributions. These are approximately 400 kΩ, approximately 2 MΩ, and approximately 200 MΩ for the Au/CNT-tip systems and approximately 100 kΩ and approximately 2 MΩ for the Hg/CNT-tip systems. Third, one can compare the average resistance values. Due to the wide distribution of the resistance values spanning several orders of magnitude, geometrical averages are more appropriate than arithmetic averages. Thus, the geometrical average resistances have been calculated according to Eq. (1):

$$\overline{R} = 10^{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} \log_{10} R_i\right)/n}.$$  

(1)

As they are not trustworthy, the resistance values above 1 GΩ have not been considered in the calculation of the geometrical average resistances. The geometrical average resistances are indicated in Fig. 3 as dashed lines. Their numerical values are shown in Table I. For sample 1, the geometrical average Hg/CNT-tip resistance is approximately 2 times smaller than the geometrical average Au/CNT-tip resistance. For sample 2, the geometrical average Hg/CNT-tip resistance is approximately 4.1 × 10^2 times smaller than the...
geometrical average Au/CNT-tip resistance. In total, the geometrical average Hg/CNT-tip resistance is 8.2 times smaller than the geometrical average Au/CNT-tip resistance. Fourth, one can compare not only the histograms in which each CNT has the same statistical weight as in Fig. 3, but also histograms in which each sample has the same statistical weight (not shown), or in which each measurement has the same statistical weight (not shown). Those results are qualitatively the same as these shown here.

In conclusion, the minimum resistances we have measured in situ at low bias were approximately 40 kΩ (\(= 1/(0.3G_0)\)) for a Hg/CNT-tip system and approximately 250 kΩ (\(= 1/(0.05G_0)\)) for an Au/CNT-tip system. Independently of the statistical analysis technique, our results show clearly that Hg-CNT contacts are on average between three and ten times less resistive at low bias than Au-CNT contacts. Therefore we conclude that the in situ LMC method (i.e., performed in a TEM and thus with visualization) is well suited to create low-resistance contacts with the CNTs and, in consequence, also to measure the total conductance of the non-Hg-immersed part of the CNT in the configuration depicted in Fig. 1(b1).

B. The ballistic- and quantum-conductance measurement by the ex situ LMC method is likely to give false positives

The second part of our experimental study dealt with the question of whether the ex situ LMC method (i.e., not performed in a TEM and thus without visualization) is reliable in the two configurations (b1) and (b2) depicted in Fig. 1. For the LMC method to be reliable ex situ, it is important that the measured conductance can only be the conductance of the CNT and of nothing else. In the following, we will show by means of in situ LMC experiments that this necessary condition is not fulfilled.

1. The LMC method with simultaneous in situ visualization

In Fig. 4, we show the results of an in situ experiment realized using the common experimental protocol for ex situ experiments involving cyclic immersion of CNTs into the Hg and the representation of the measured conductance values in a histogram. Figure 4 shows the conductance vs time dependence while a sinusoidal voltage is applied to the piezoelectric ceramic. The conductance does not change in a continuous way (as would be the case for a diffusive conductor) but forms well-defined stable plateaus over up to about 300 nm length. We see that the conductance takes a higher value when the Hg meniscus touches a bigger part of the tip surface (right part of Fig. 4).

According to the criteria suggested in the original work of Frank et al. [18] and subsequently accepted in the literature [19,22–26], the same experimental results (if acquired in an ex situ experiment without visual control) would show that the CNT at the apex of the tip is a ballistic conductor (due to the stability of the plateau) and that its conductance is quantified (due to the appearance of peaks in the histogram). One can therefore define a quantification step \(G_1\) which is the conductance value of which the total measured conductance appears to always be an integer multiple. In the picture adopted by Frank et al. [18], \(G_1\) would thus correspond to the conductance of a single CNT and measuring multiples of \(G_1\) would signify that several CNTs are immersed in the Hg at the same time. The value of \(G_1\) can be deduced from the histogram (see right side of Fig. 4). However, in the data set we show \(G_1\) cannot be determined unambiguously due to the presence of only two peaks and its broadness. Two (mutually exclusive) values of \(G_1\) are indeed possible. First, the quantification step \(G_1\) could be \(G_1 = 2.5\ldots3G_0\) in which case the left two plateaus of Fig. 4 would correspond to a conductance of \(G = 1G_1\) and the right two plateaus of Fig. 4 to a conductance of \(G = 2G_1\). Second, the quantification step \(G_1\) could be \(G_1 = 1.0G_0\) in which case the left two plateaus of Fig. 4 would correspond to a conductance of \(G = 3G_1\) and the right two plateaus of Fig. 4 to a conductance of \(G = 5G_1\). However, for our present study it is not the precise value of \(G_1\) which is important but rather the fact that the value of \(G_1\) is close to conductance quantum \(G_0\) which has been identified as the quantification step of CNTs by Frank et al. [18]. Figure 4 thus unambiguously shows that the ex situ LMC method is likely to give false positives of ballistic transport properties, of conductance quantification, and of the conductance quantification step value. Note that the here presented histogram (despite showing only two peaks of which one is broadened) is nonetheless comparable to those from which conductance quantification of CNTs has been concluded [18,33] as those were similarly broadened and sometimes did not even show two peaks as here but rather as little as one single peak.

2. Reasons for the unreliability of the ex situ LMC method

Figure 4 demonstrates that a measurement equivalent to that of Frank et al. [18] can be obtained without even a CNT present. In this section, we point out how this fact makes the LMC method unreliable in an ex situ experiment without simultaneous visualization.

The first reason is that (as we could observe in our in situ experiments) the CNTs on the tip surface are likely to be removed through contact with the Hg. The experimental in situ setup permitted us to visualize CNTs immediately before and immediately after an immersion into the Hg. Poncharal et al. [34] have already observed a cleansing effect of the Hg on the sample in low-magnification in situ experiments: removing graphitic particles and poorly connected CNTs by the Hg. In our higher magnification in situ experiments we could see this effect more precisely (see Figs. S1 and S2 in the Supplemental Material [35] for two examples): after a Hg immersion, we often saw CNTs move, break, or disappear. Moving the CNTs can make them stick together or fall apart. The Hg also moves clusters of metallic and graphitic particles and sometimes deposits them on the CNTs. Sometimes, a Hg immersion can even remove parts of the tip surface layer together with the CNTs located on it. Thus, even if it is not always the case, already a number of Hg immersions as small as five has often a devastating effect on the CNTs at the apex. We conclude from this observation that, in general, a removal of the CNTs by the Hg (and thus the creation of an experimental configuration analogous to that depicted in Fig. 4) during ex situ experiments involving hundreds or thousands of Hg immersions (like in the original work of Frank et al. [18]) is extremely likely.
The second reason is that (in an experimental configuration without CNTs) Hg menisci are likely to be mistaken for ballistic conductors. The reason for that is that (as observed in our in situ experiments) they follow the mechanical movement of the (previously CNT-carrying) tip over hundreds of nanometers and that (as also observed in our in situ experiments) their conductance does not depend on their length. (The last point indicates that it is rather the resistance of the Hg-tip contact that we measure rather than the resistance of the Hg meniscus. This point will be discussed in Sec. III C.) These two observations are already shown in Fig. 4 in a dynamical setting (periodically oscillating mechanical displacement). Figure 5 confirms these observations in a more statical setting. It shows a Hg meniscus sticking to a tip apex carrying no CNTs. During retraction and approach of the tip to the Hg droplet of about 100 nm, the Hg meniscus follows the tip. Note that a tip displacement of about 100 nm is not unusually short for ex situ experiments carried out with the liquid-metal contact method [18]. During this mechanical manipulation, the conductance varies but the variation is uncorrelated to the mechanical displacement. In addition, the value of the conductance is between 0.5\(G_0\) and 1\(G_0\) which is very close to the conductance value of 1\(G_0\) which has been assigned by Frank et al. [18] to ballistic CNTs. Such experimental results, if acquired in an ex situ experiment without visual control, would be likely to suggest a ballistic CNT at the apex of the tip (in particular at the much shorter time scales and the dynamical setting used in the original work of Frank et al. [18], which would not make the conductance variation as apparent as in the statical setting of Fig. 5). In reality, there is not even a CNT present, and one measures only the conductance of the Hg meniscus which follows the tip.

The third reason is that Hg/tip-surface nanocontacts are likely to be mistaken for CNTs in an ex situ LMC experiment, as they are likely to have conductance values close to the conductance quantum \(G_0\) (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). In Sec. III C, the origin of this conductance value is discussed.

Due to the three above-mentioned reasons, one can assure the presence of CNTs on the apex of the tip and the correct interpretation of the experimental results only by simultaneous in situ visualization. In Fig. 4, no CNT is present at the tip of the sample due to before-mentioned removal of the CNTs during previous Hg immersions. Instead of the CNT conductance, we measure the conductance of the Hg nanocones and the tip surface covered by catalytic particles and graphitic layers. The illusion of ballistic transport arises from the fact that the Hg meniscus follows the retracting tip and that the conductance is most likely determined by the Hg-tip contact rather than the
conductance of the Hg meniscus itself. The fact that at almost each Hg immersion the same kind of contact as at the previous immersion is formed, and that the same contact has always the same conductance, is responsible for the occurrence of peaks in the conductance histogram. The existence of a conductance value $G_1$, on whose multiples these peaks are centered, creates the illusion of quantification of conductance in steps of $G_1$.

As confirmed by our in situ observations, Fig. 4 depicts a scenario which is extremely likely to happen (but impossible to detect) in ex situ LMC experiments (i.e., without simultaneous visualization) on CNT-carrying tips, in particular in the oscillating and highly repetitive conditions (hundreds to thousands of oscillations) of the experiments of Frank et al. [18] and similar work [19,22–24]. Therefore, the ex situ LMC method must be considered unreliable in both configurations (b1) and (b2) depicted in Fig. 1.

C. Origin of the measured quantum conductance

In addition to showing the unreliability of the liquid-metal contact method, our in situ experiments show that the conductance of a Hg nanomeniscus contacted to the tip surface across catalytic and graphic particles can be close to the quantum conductance $G_0$. In order to answer the question if this conductance value can be attributed to the Hg nanomeniscus itself, we estimated its expected conductance value in two different ways. First, we estimated the conductance of three Hg nanomenisci shown in Figs. 5 and 4 using the classical macroscopic concept of resistivity. From the definition of resistivity $\rho$, one can easily deduce Eq. (2) for the classical conductance $G_{\text{class}}$ of a homogenous cone with the smaller radius $r_1$, the bigger radius $r_2$, and the length $L$:

$$G_{\text{class}} = \frac{\pi r_1 r_2}{\rho L}. \quad (2)$$

These so calculated conductance values of the Hg nanomenisci, shown in Table II, are between $10^2$ and $10^4$ times the measured ones. Second, we estimated the conductance of the same Hg nanomenisci by assuming them to be narrow ballistic quantum conductors with a limited number of transverse electronic modes. The Fermi wavelength $\lambda_F$ of Hg has been roughly approximated with the free-electron-model value [36] $\lambda_F = [(8\pi/3n)^{1/3} n$ (n being the number of electrons per volume unit which gives $\lambda_F = 0.47$ nm for Hg). According to Datta [37], the rough number $M_{\text{trans}}$ of the transverse electronic modes in a narrow cylinder with the radius $r_1$ and the length $L$ is given by Eq. (3) ($[x]$ being the biggest integer which is not bigger than $x$):

$$M_{\text{trans}} = \left\lfloor \frac{\pi r_1^2}{(\lambda_F/2)^2} \right\rfloor. \quad (3)$$

The conductance $G_{\text{quant}}$ of a ballistic quantum conductor with this number of modes is then simply given by Eq. (4) [37]:

$$G_{\text{quant}} = G_0 M_{\text{trans}}. \quad (4)$$

These so calculated conductance values of the Hg nanomenisci, shown in Table II, are between $10^3$ and $10^5$ times the measured ones. As the quantum-conductor estimation delivers values at least one order of magnitude higher than the classical estimation, one usually would conclude that these Hg nanomenisci should theoretically behave as classical conductors. However, regardless of whether we assume them to be classical conductors or to be quantum conductors, the estimated resistance values of the Hg nanomenisci are several orders of magnitude lower than the measured ones. Hence, we conclude that the measured resistance cannot come from the Hg nanomenisci if these can be described either as classical conductors with the same resistivity as bulk Hg or as narrow ballistic conductors with the same transverse electronic mode density as bulk Hg. We rather suppose that the tip-surface-covering layer of catalytic particles and graphite is not homogeneously conducting and that the measured resistance of the Hg nanomenisci could potentially be attributed to the percolation resistance of this layer.

This hypothesis is supported by the experimental observation of forty different Hg nanomenisci sticking to about ten different places on the tip and the measurement of their conductance. Figure 6 shows some examples of these Hg nanomenisci with their respective conductance values. The Hg nanomenisci sticking to the same place nearly always had the same conductance. Where occasionally this was not the case, we attribute this to a slight change of the sticking surface whose exact observation is impossible for geometrical reasons. In contrast, comparable Hg nanomenisci sticking to different places had very different conductance values. For about half of the sticking places the conductance was ranging from 0.3$G_0$ to 3.0$G_0$, however always staying of the order of $G_0$; for the other half the conductance was 0$G_0$. We therefore assume that only a randomly distributed fraction of the tip-surface covering layer of our samples is conductive leading to a percolation type of conductance and that the conductance of a Hg-nanomeniscus-to-tip contact depends among others on how many of these conductive spots the Hg nanomeniscus touches. We also conclude that, contrary to expectations, direct

FIG. 5. (Color online) A Hg meniscus sticking to the apex of the tip. (A) Visualization. (B) Conductance vs time dependence. (a), (b), and (c) designate the moments in (B) at which the corresponding images in (A) were taken. The sample displacement between (a) and (b), and between (b) and (c), is monotonic. During retraction and approach of the tip to the Hg droplet of about 100 nm, the Hg meniscus follows the tip. The conductance varies but the variation is uncorrelated to the mechanical displacement.
CCVD growth of CNTs on metal samples does not necessarily result in low-resistance contacts.

**D. Is the in situ LMC method suited to measure the conductance-length dependence of CNTs?**

In addition to the question of whether the ex situ LMC method is reliable, we have also investigated whether the in situ LMC method is suited to measure the conductance-length dependence of CNTs in the configuration depicted in Fig. 1(b2) if one manages to rule out the possibility of the removal of the CNTs from the tip surface and the measurement of the Hg nanomenisci and nanocontacts (instead of the CNT) in a specially designed in situ experiment. Note that proof for ballistic and quantum conductance in CNTs from such experiments has to our best knowledge never been reported.

In the original paper of Frank et al. [18], Fig. 1 shows only a TEM image of the CNT-carrying tip whereas Fig. 2 shows conductivity-length dependence curves acquired in an ex situ scanning probe microscope (SPM) experiment without visualization (thus without certainty that it is the conductance of CNTs which is measured). This equally holds true for the subsequent papers [28,34,38,39]. In the work of Wang et al. [38], in situ experiments have been performed but any conductivity-length dependence curves possibly acquired in these experiments are not shown. Figure 3 of Wang et al. [38] shows an image of an in situ TEM transport experiment (however without a conductivity-length dependence) whereas Fig. 4 of Wang et al. [38] shows the conductivity-length dependence acquired in an independent ex situ atomic force microscope (AFM) experiment (without visualization, thus without certainty that it is the conductance of CNTs which is measured). In the work of Poncharal et al. [34], Fig. 1 shows a conductivity-length dependence curve acquired in an in situ experiment; however TEM images possibly acquired simultaneously with these electrical measurements are not shown, and thus it remains impossible to ascertain whether these conductance can be attributed to CNTs or not. In a subsequent paper of Poncharal et al. [28], Fig. 1(a) shows an image of an in situ TEM transport experiment (however without a conductivity-length dependence) whereas Fig. 1(b) shows the conductivity-length dependence acquired in an independent ex situ TEM transport experiment (without visualization, thus without certainty that it is the conductance of CNTs which is measured). Further in the same paper of Poncharal et al. [28], Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) only show TEM images of the CNT-carrying tip before and after transport measurements whereas Figs. 2(a)–2(c) show conductance-length dependence curves acquired in an ex situ TEM experiment (without visualization, thus again without certainty that it is the conductance of CNTs which is measured). It is true that Fig. 2(e) confirms that a small number of CNTs (or small CNT bundles which cannot be decided due to the insufficient magnification and resolution of the TEM image) out of a high initial number of CNTs or CNT bundles has survived the cyclic immersion process. Nonetheless, this fact alone is not sufficient to confirm that the conductance plateaus in Fig. 2(c) can really be attributed to the CNTs. Rather, it is much more likely that these conductance plateaus are due to Hg menisci as we argue in this paper. Poncharal et al. [28] even support our argument by showing a TEM image of a Hg meniscus sticking to the end of a CNT in Fig. 1(a). Further in the same paper of Poncharal et al. [28], Figs. 3–6 show conductance measurements from ex situ SPM experiments (without visualization), Fig. 7 in situ TEM observations without conductance-length dependence curves.
and Fig. 11 conductance value histograms from experiments on gold nanowires and not from experiments on CNTs. Another paper using the LMC method (Berger et al. [39]) does not show any conductance-length dependence curves at all, either from in situ or ex situ experiments. In addition to the above remarks, no conductance-length dependence curves corresponding to cyclic immersion in situ TEM experiments and no corresponding conductance value histograms are shown in any of the above papers [28,34,38,39].

As the nonexistence of successful conductance-length dependence measurements by the in situ LMC method does not exclude that such an experiment might be in principle possible, we chose a different approach in order to investigate this question: in order to investigate whether the in situ LMC method is suited to measure the conductance-length dependence of CNTs in the configuration depicted in Fig. 1(b2) if one manages to rule out the possibility of the removal of the CNTs from the tip surface and the measurement of the Hg nanomenisci and nanocontacts (instead of the CNT) in a specially designed in situ experiment, we have performed numerical simulations based on an analytical mechanical model of the CNT-Hg immersion process. The analytical model (published separately [40]) assumes that a mobile contact on the CNT can be created in two ways: either by the CNT penetrating the Hg surface or by the CNT lying down on the Hg surface (see Fig. 7 for an example). Simulations based on the above analytical model show that most CNTs will not create a mobile contact with the Hg surface under realistic experimental conditions. (Especially, the most interesting objects, SWNTs and DWNTs with micrometric lengths and arbitrary diameters, will not create a mobile contact with the Hg even for experimentally unattainably small deviation angles.) In addition, the small minority of CNTs which will create a mobile contact will not behave as expected either: From the moment at which the tip of the CNT touches the Hg surface until the moment at which the tip of the CNT moves under the Hg surface or lies down on it, the CNT-carrying sample will have to be approached by a certain distance to the Hg surface. This distance will be a systematic error on the electronic mean free path (EMFP) of the CNTs one tries to determine by these experiments and can be up to 100% of the measured value.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our experimental results show that the in situ LMC method (i.e., performed inside a TEM and thus with visualization) is well suited to create low-resistance contacts with the tip of the CNT in the configuration depicted in Fig. 1(b1) and therefore also to measure the conductance of the whole CNT. However, our in situ experiments also prove that the ballistic and quantum conductance measured by the ex situ LMC method (i.e., not performed in a TEM and thus without visualization) in both configurations (b1) and (b2) depicted in Fig. 1 is likely to give false positives for three reasons: (a) the CNTs are likely to be removed from the tip surface through contact with the Hg, (b) occurring Hg-tip-surface nanocontacts are likely to be mistaken for quantum-conductor CNTs, and (c) occurring Hg nanomenisci are likely to be mistaken for ballistic-conductor CNTs. As these possibilities cannot be ruled out in an ex situ LMC experiment, the results obtained by this method have to be interpreted with great caution keeping in mind that they are very likely measurements on other objects than CNTs. (It is also for this reason that only the in situ LMC method—and not the ex situ LMC method—is suited to measure the conductance of the whole CNT.) In consequence, many previous experimental results claiming ballistic and quantum conductance in CNTs have to be reinterpreted.

In situ experiments and numerical simulations based on an analytical mechanical model of the CNT-Hg immersion process (published separately [40]) show that not only the ex situ but also the in situ LMC method is unsuitable for ballistic- and quantum-conductance measurements on CNTs in the configuration depicted in Fig. 1(b2). The reason is that most CNTs will not create a mobile contact with the Hg surface under realistic experimental conditions, and that the rest of the CNTs will have a systematic error on the measurement of its mean free path of up to 100% of the measured value.

Finally, our experiments have shown that Hg-tip nanocontacts between a Hg droplet and a tip covered by a CCVD residue layer of disordered graphitic and metallic particles can have a conductance close to the conductance quantum \( G_0 \) which cannot be explained either by a simple classical or by a simple quantum model. Their conductance values are reproducible and depend on the precise location at which the Hg nanomeniscus touches the tip surface. A possible explanation could be an inhomogeneous conductivity of the CCVD residue layer leading to a percolation-type conductance.

In conclusion, these experimental results show that the ex situ LMC method is not reliable for ballistic- and quantum-conductance measurements on CNTs. This work challenges previously published and accepted results and we hope that it will help to resolve the controversy about the ballistic and diffusive nature of CNTs.